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The Parachute Manual
A contemporary American masterpiece about music, race, an unforgettable man,
and an unreal America during the Civil War era At the heart of this remarkable
novel is Thomas Greene Wiggins, a nineteenth-century slave and improbable
musical genius who performed under the name Blind Tom. Song of the Shank
opens in 1866 as Tom and his guardian, Eliza Bethune, struggle to adjust to their
fashionable apartment in the city in the aftermath of riots that had driven them
away a few years before. But soon a stranger arrives from the mysterious island of
Edgemere—inhabited solely by African settlers and black refugees from the war
and riots—who intends to reunite Tom with his now-liberated mother. As the novel
ranges from Tom's boyhood to the heights of his performing career, the inscrutable
savant is buffeted by opportunistic teachers and crooked managers, crackpot
healers and militant prophets. In his symphonic novel, Jeffery Renard Allen blends
history and fantastical invention to bring to life a radical cipher, a man who
profoundly changes all who encounter him.

Murder at the Reunion
Chosen Children
“Comic and Exuberant . . . A fine and tender tale for anyone who has tried to let go
of the past and envision the future while falling in love.” —Rhonda Riley, author of
The Enchanted Life of Adam Hope What if you could know your romantic future?
What if an envisionist could enter the name of your prospective mate into a
computer that would show you a film of your future life together? In The Future for
Curious People, a young librarian named Evelyn becomes obsessed with this new
technology: she can’t stop visiting Dr. Chin’s office because she needs to know
that she’ll meet someone and be happy one day. Godfrey, another client, ends up
at the envisionist’s office only because his fiancée insisted they know their fate
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before taking the plunge. But when Godfrey meets Evelyn in the waiting room, true
love may be right in front of them, but they are too preoccupied—and too
burdened by their pasts—to recognize it. This smart, fresh love story, with its
quirky twists and turns, ponders life’s big questions—about happiness, fate, and
our very existence—as it follows Evelyn and Godfrey’s quest for the elusive
answers. “A love story about love stories . . . The pages burst with laugh-out-loud
scenes and crisply original set-ups. I loved it!” —Lydia Netzer, author of Shine
Shine Shine “Somewhere between Jorge Luis Borge’s ‘The Garden of Forking Paths’
and The Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind you will find Gregory Sherl’s warm,
intelligent debut novel.” —Roxane Gay, author of An Untamed State “Enormously
appealing . . . Evelyn and Godfrey are two unforgettable characters you’ll root for
and remember long after you’ve read the last page of this wildly original, deeply
moving novel.” —Mindy Friddle, author of Secret Keepers

Germs, Genes, & Civilization
Police Administration provides a thorough overview of what police supervisors and
administrators need to know. The text examines police administration from four
distinct perspectives: a systems perspective (the interrelatedness among units and
organizations); a traditional, structural perspective (administrative principles,
management functions, and the importance of written guidelines); a human
behavioral perspective (the human element in organizations); and a strategic
management perspective (communications and information systems, performance
evaluation, strategies and tactics, and promising approaches to increasing police
agency effectiveness). In addition to detailed coverage of management functions
and organizational principles, the book emphasizes diversity principles and
developing police agencies as learning organizations. A concluding chapter covers
contemporary issues, including community engagement, collaboration,
globalization, racial profiling, mass media and social media, cyber-crime, terrorism,
and homeland security. The eighth edition includes analysis of timely matters such
as technology, the police intelligence function, information sharing, interagency
cooperation, and more. Each chapter is enhanced with learning objectives,
discussion questions, and feature boxes. Six case studies with discussion questions
provide opportunities for the reader to review real-world situations.

Knowing Children
Manual on Chemical Pollution
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
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code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to
purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a
previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Extends
beyond a typical resume/job search text to seamlessly emphasize the relationship
between resume development, job search skills, and human relations.
Professionalism: Skills for Workplace Success was developed with input from
industry leaders, it addresses topics students need to know when transitioning
from campus to the workplace using case examples, activities, exercises, online
video, and an interactive website. Updated to reflect the latest in technology tools
and the business climate, this third edition sets the standard by skillfully merging
self-management topics, workplace basics, relationships and career planning tools.

Harry Lorayne's Page-a-minute Memory Book
Thoroughly updated to reflect all of the latest concepts and advances in the field,
this concise, extensively illustrated text presents the basic science and clinical
application of cellular and molecular biology. Functioning as a combined text and
atlas, it is essentially two books for the price of one providing a comprehensive,
visually engaging histology education from the ground up. Illustrations, tables,
chapter summaries and multiple choice questions facilitate comprehension of
concepts, and clinical correlations underscore the practical relevance of the
material. Superb illustrations—including photomicrographs, electron micrographs,
schematic diagrams and drawings—provide a visual grasp and easier retention of
difficult concepts. Clinical correlations throughout the text demonstrate clinical
applications and reinforce the idea that histology is pertinent not only to pathology
and physiology, but in fact comprises one of the essential bases of clinical practice.
New! "Pathological Considerations" section at the end of each chapter. Helpful
tables provide an at-a-glance summary statement of key points. Bolded key terms,
bulleted lists and chapter summaries emphasize the "need to know" information in
every chapter. A combination of USMLE-style questions and image based questions
in each chapter.

Concise Histology E-Book
Depiction of the strange world of a small group of Americans in Chicago during the
depression.

Taking Sides
Joan Lowery Nixon, president of the Mystery Writers of America, has found 10 wellknown writers to craft spellbinding stories for adults who want to read but have
undeveloped reading skills. Here are stories with adult themes and interests that
challenge adult minds. All of the books in the series are written at the fourth-sixthand eighth-grade reading levels, yet offer characters, situations, and concerns
appropriate for adult readers.

The Secret Language of Destiny
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With modern global communications and transportation and the international
nature of politics and commerce, almost every organization requires executives
and managers who can deal with people of all cultural backgrounds. This is also
true within countries due to the steady flow of people across national borders and
the domestic growth of multicultural workforces. Understanding other cultures and
developing skills for more effective cross-cultural communication is increasingly
more important in the culturally interdependent world of today and tomorrow.

Palm Springs Paradise
Single father Blake Granger—Doc Blake to his young patients—knows trouble when
he sees it. But he needs a fill-in assistant pronto, and gorgeous Maggie Daniels is
his only option. The big-city girl surprises him, though, when she takes to life in
Briggs, Idaho, quicker than expected. And—more important—she's taken to him
and his adorable tomboy daughter. Maggie never pictured herself living in close
proximity to cows. But her weak-kneed attraction to the heartthrob of every female
within wooing distance is wreaking havoc with her future plans…especially with a
dream job waiting back home in California. Is her destiny really to move to a small
ranching town? Could she really be falling for the cowboy?

Song of the Shank
In this tale of high-spirited and terrifying adventure, set against the background of
the West that Larry McMurtry has made his own, By Sorrow’s River is an epic in its
own right, with an extraordinary young woman as its leading figure. At the heart of
this third volume of his Western saga remains the beautiful and determined
Tasmin Berrybender, now married to the “Sin Killer” and mother to their young
son, Monty. By Sorrow’s River continues the Berrybender party’s trail across the
endless Great Plains of the West toward Santa Fe, where they intend, those who
are lucky enough to survive the journey, to spend the winter. They meet up with a
vast array of characters from the history of the West: Kit Carson, the famous scout;
Le Partezon, the fearsome Sioux war chief; two aristocratic Frenchmen whose
eccentric aim is to cross the Great Plains by hot air balloon; a party of slavers; a
band of raiding Pawnee; and many other astonishing characters who prove, once
again, that the rolling, grassy plains are not, in fact, nearly as empty of life as they
look. Most of what is there is dangerous and hostile, even when faced with
Tasmin’s remarkable, frosty sangfroid. She is one of the strongest and most
interesting of Larry McMurtry’s women characters, and is at the center of this
powerful and ambitious novel of the West.

1022 Evergreen Place
This collection gives a voice to a hidden population of millions of "chosen children"
incarcerated as adults. "Adopted Child Syndrome" (ACS) behaviors are identified in
these people as well as 24 adopted children who killed their adoptive parents and
30 of the better-know serial killers.

Eustace Chisholm and the Works
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Biology Workbook Answers
CONCISE HISTOLOGY, by Leslie P. Gartner, PhD and James L. Hiatt, PhD, thoroughly
reviews all the histology knowledge required for the USMLE Step 1 in an easyaccess outline format. Designed for students who need to learn a large amount of
material in a limited time, it presents key information in a readable, concise
manner, accompanied by full-color illustrations that clarify complex concepts. This
title includes additional digital media when purchased in print format. For this
digital book edition, media content is not included. Efficiently absorb each topic
through a self-contained two-page spread: one page of concise text, and a
corresponding page of carefully selected, full-color illustrations – mostly from
Gartner & Hiatt’s Color Textbook of Histology 3rd Edition. Access the full text
online at studentconsult.com, and test your knowledge with an online testing
centre providing students with class style tests using electron and
photomicrographs, cross referenced to the corresponding sections of the textbook.
See the relevance of histology to the practice of medicine with the aid of clinical
consideration boxes interspersed throughout the text. Gain a rich and accurate
understanding of histology thanks to the expertise and skillful teaching style of
bestselling authors Drs. Gartner and Hiatt.

Seven Pleasures
American Constitutional Law, Volume II provides a comprehensive account of the
nation's defining document, examining how its provisions were originally
understood by those who drafted and ratified it, and how they have since been
interpreted by the Supreme Court, Congress, the President, lower federal courts,
and state judiciaries. Clear and accessible chapter introductions and a careful
balance between classic and recent cases provide students with a sense of how
the law has been understood and construed over the years. The Tenth Edition has
been fully revised to include twelve new cases, including key decisions Obergefell
v. Hodges, Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Shelby County v. Holder, Horne v.
Department of Agriculture, and Riley v. California. A revamped and expanded
companion website offers access to even more additional cases, an archive of
primary documents, and links to online resources, making this text essential for
any constitutional law course.

Telephone Surveys in Europe
A Page A Minute spells a lifetime of achievement--at home, in school, . and on the
job. Harry Lorayne shows how to make every minute count, dramatically increasing
performance, productivity, and profits. "Ingenious".--The New York Times.

The Mom Factor
The bestselling book on 3D printing 3D printing is one of the coolest inventions
we've seen in our lifetime, and now you can join the ranks of businesspeople,
entrepreneurs, and hobbyists who use it to do everything from printing foods and
candles to replacement parts for older technologies—and tons of mind-blowing
stuff in between! With 3D Printing For Dummies at the helm, you'll find all the fast
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and easy-to-follow guidance you need to grasp the methods available to create 3D
printable objects using software, 3D scanners, and even photographs through open
source software applications like 123D Catch. Thanks to the growing availability of
3D printers, this remarkable technology is coming to the masses, and there's no
time like the present to let your imagination run wild and actually create whatever
you dream up—quickly and inexpensively. When it comes to 3D printing, the sky's
the limit! Covers each type of 3D printing technology available today:
stereolithology, selective sintering, used deposition, and granular binding Provides
information on the potential for the transformation of production and
manufacturing, reuse and recycling, intellectual property design controls, and the
commoditization of products Walks you through the process of creating a RepRap
printer using open source designs, software, and hardware Offers strategies for
improved success in 3D printing On your marks, get set, innovate!

Intercultural Relations
Olivia Lockhart-Griffin 16 Lighthouse Road Cedar Cove, Washington Dear Reader,
Mary Jo Wyse tells me she’s in love! With Mack McAfee—who also happens to be
her landlord. She and her baby girl, Noelle, have been living at 1022 Evergreen
Place, which is right next door to Mack, for a few months. She says she’s still a
little wary about their relationship because, as she readily admits, she hasn’t
always made good decisions about men. Her baby’s father, David Rhodes, is
testament to that! She’s worried that he might sue for custody, even though I
doubt he has any real interest in his daughter. In the meantime, the World War II
letters she found at the house are a wonderful distraction. Both she and Mack are
trying to learn what happened to the soldier who wrote them and the woman he
loved. She’s invited you and me to go to her place sometime. She’ll show us the
letters. Plus we can catch up on the latest about all our friends in Cedar Cove. I’d
also like to learn what’s going on with her brother Linc and his wife, Lori (who,
according to Mary Jo, tied the knot about five minutes after they met!). Oh, and
maybe Mack can join us…. Olivia

American Constitutional Law, Volume II
Fourteen-year-old Lincoln Mendoza, an aspiring basketball player, must come to
terms with his divided loyalties when he moves from the Hispanic inner city to a
white suburban neighborhood. Reissue. 40,000 first printing.

Professionalism
To help the researcher understand why and how children react to adults who are
doing ethnographic research, Fine and Sandstrom explore the methodological and
ethical problems of qualitative research with minors. They correct numerous
fallacies held by researchers that children think like adults and that they cannot
hide their thoughts and feelings from adults, especially strangers. Recognizing that
age is an important determinant of children's response, they discuss problems and
present strategies for conducting research with three age groups of children:
preschool children (4 to 6 year olds), preadolescents (10 to 12) and middle
adolescents (14 to 16). This is the first major methodological statement on doing
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participant observation work w

A Lady of His Own
In Germs, Genes and Civilization, Dr. David Clark tells the story of the microbedriven epidemics that have repeatedly molded our human destinies. You'll discover
how your genes have been shaped through millennia spent battling against
infectious diseases. You'll learn how epidemics have transformed human history,
over and over again, from ancient Egypt to Mexico, the Romans to Attila the Hun.
You'll learn how the Black Death epidemic ended the Middle Ages, making possible
the Renaissance, western democracy, and the scientific revolution. Clark
demonstrates how epidemics have repeatedly shaped not just our health and
genetics, but also our history, culture, and politics. You'll even learn how they may
influence religion and ethics, including the ways they may help trigger cultural
cycles of puritanism and promiscuity. Perhaps most fascinating of all, Clark reveals
the latest scientific and philosophical insights into the interplay between microbes,
humans, and society - and previews what just might come next.

Textbook of Histology E-Book
The Outstretched Shadow, the first book in The Obsidian Trilogy from Mercedes
Lackey and James Mallory Kellen Tavadon, son of the Arch-Mage Lycaelon, thought
he knew the way the world worked. His father, leading the wise and benevolent
Council of Mages, protected and guided the citizens of the Golden City of the Bells.
Young Mages in training--all men, for women were unfit to practice
magic--memorized the intricate details of High Magic and aspired to seats on the
council. Then he found the forbidden Books of Wild Magic--or did they find him?
The three slim volumes woke Kellen to the wide world outside the City's isolating
walls. Their Magic was not dead, strangled by rules and regulations. It felt like a
living thing, guided by the hearts and minds of those who practiced it and
benefited from it. Questioning everything he has known, Kellen discovers too many
of the City's dark secrets. Banished, with the Outlaw Hunt on his heels, Kellen
invokes Wild Magic--and finds himself running for his life with a unicorn at his side.
Kellen's life changes almost faster than he can understand or accept. Rescued by a
unicorn, healed by a female Wild Mage who knows more about Kellen than anyone
outside the City should, meeting Elven royalty and Elven warriors, and plunged into
a world where the magical beings he has learned about as abstract concepts are
flesh and blood creatures-Kellen both revels in and fears his new freedom.
Especially once he learns about Demons. He'd always thought they were another
abstract concept-a stand-in for ultimate evil. But if centaurs and dryads are real,
then Demons surely are as well. And the one thing all the Mages of the City agreed
on was that practicing Wild Magic corrupted a Mage. Turned him into a Demon.
Would that be Kellen's fate? Deep in Obsidian Mountain, the Demons are waiting.
Since their defeat in the last great War, they've been biding their time, sowing the
seeds of distrust and discontent between their human and Elven enemies. Very
soon now, when the Demons rise to make war, there will be no alliance between
High and Wild Magic to stand against them. And all the world will belong to the
Endarkened. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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3D Printing For Dummies
The McMahon-Husayn correspondence greatly affected Anglo-Arab relations after
the First World War. Written in obscure and ambiguous terms, it aroused great
controversy, particularly over the issue of Palestine. Originally published in 1976,
this study brought together for the first time all the available evidence from British,
French and Arabic sources and elucidated the meaning of the correspondence. The
controversy led to many enquiries within the Foreign Office as to the exact
meaning and significance of the documents. Even before Palestine became a
pressing issue, the formulation of British policy in the Middle East during the war
and at the post-war settlement had occasioned other investigations. In the first
part of this book Professor Kedourie examines the correspondence in its historical
context to determine why its terms were so obscure and what lay in the minds of
those who drafted it. The second part is an historiographical enquiry which reviews
the widely differing interpretations of the correspondence which were produced in
various departments of the Foreign Office from 1916 to 1939, when the
correspondence was made public.

Rhode Island Law
Dividing the search for destiny into forty-eight karmic paths, a new astrological
guide to unlocking the meaning of life uses birthdates to identify universal paths.
150,000 first printing.

In the Anglo-Arab Labyrinth
This book collects more than two hundred fascinating and rarely seen historical
photographs of Palm Springs, newly digitized from the Palm Springs Historical
Society's expansive archive. Featured are many Hollywood celebrities, including
Sinatra and the Rat Pack, who vacationed there, the early days of the desert
paradise, various architectural masterworks, such as the fabulous El Mirador Hotel
and the extraordinary, outrageous, and irreverent people of Palm Springs.
Historian PETER MORUZZI is the founder of the Palm Springs Modern Committee,
an architectural preservation group, and the author of Havan a Before Castro;
When Cuba Was a Tropical Playground, Palm Springs Holiday: A Vintage Tour from
Palm Springs to the Salton Sea, and Classic Dining: Discovering America's Finest
Mid-Century Restaurants. He's been infatuated with Palm Springs since his first
visit in 1990. He now splits his time between his homes in Los Angeles and Palm
Springs.

Enjoying the Chase
Impatient to find his bride-to-be yet appalled by the damsels of the town, Charles
St. Austell leaps at the chance to help his ex-commander Dalziel by investigating
rumors of spies operating via smuggling gangs near Charles's Cornwall home. The
first strange thing Charles discovers is Lady Penelope Selborne, neighbor and exlover, marching through his house after midnight. Charles uncovers a web of
Selborne family secrets and a spy network others are also searching for-and
trapped in the middle is Penny, the one lady he has never ceased wanting for his
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own. But twist follows twist and nothing is what it seemed--Charles has his hands
full unravelling the truth about the spying, unmasking an assassin intent on killing
all Selbornes, including Penny, while simultaneously convincing that independent
lady that she and only she will do for him --and he for her.

The Future for Curious People
Captioned photographs, maps, and text describe the California Trail and the
emigrants who traveled over it.

Love Is A Decision
By Sorrow's River
QUESTION BANK ON AGRICULTURAL COMPETITIVE EXAMS : A
HANDBOOK FOR CO-OPERATIVE BANK & ALLIED AGRICULTURAL
EXAMS. 3RD REV. & ENLARGED EDIT. 4TH REPRINT
Falling for the Cowboy
ENJOYING THE CHASE is a stand alone companion novel of Nothing Left to Lose. ***
due to some heavy language and sexual content, this book is intended for persons
aged 18+ *** After more than 20 million reads online, Nate and his pick-up lines
are now coming to an E-reader near you! Nate Peters is living the playboy life. He
has great friends, a great job, no responsibilities, no girlfriend, and he loves it.
Nate, being incredibly skilled with a pick-up line, has never failed to get a girl in his
life until one day he meets Rosie York. Rosie is completely uninterested in him.
Being unable to stand a dented ego, Nate makes it his mission to win her over. Not
used to putting in much effort, Nate is surprisingly enjoying the chase of this offlimits little brunette. Maybe he has finally met his match But Rosie has a few
surprises of her own which will make it remarkably more difficult for him to get
close to her. A Romance / Humour that will make you laugh, cry and scream in
frustration.

Police Administration
From the very beginning, you relied on her for things no one else could give you.
How she met those needs -- or didn't meet them -- affected you daily as a child.
And still affects you profoundly as an adult. For every son or daughter who
wonders if things should have been different . . . for every man or woman who
wonders if they still couldn't be . . . here's a life-changing look at The Mom Factor.
She shaped you in ways that would surprise you both. No one has influenced the
person you are today like your mother. The way she handled your needs as a child
has shaped your worldview, your relationships, your marriage, your career, your
self-image -- your life. How can you identify areas that need reshaping, make
positive choices for personal change, and establish a balanced, mature relationship
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with Mom today? In The Mom Factor, Drs. Henry Cloud and John Townsend steer
you down a path of discovery and growth beyond the effects of six common
mothering styles: -The Phantom Mom -The China-Doll Mom -The Controlling Mom
-The Trophy Mom -The Still-the-Boss Mom -The American-Express Mom -- Cloud
and Townsend show you how your mom affected you as a child and may still be
affecting you today. You’ll find a hopeful, realistic, and empowering approach to
identifying your unmet mothering needs and filling them in healthy, life-changing
ways through other people. This encouraging book doesn’t just help you
understand areas in your life that need change and strengthening -- it helps you
apply your discoveries to attain new freedom and joy in living, and an increased
ability to give and receive love. The Mom Factor is a biblical, highly practical route
to wholeness and growth, deeper and more satisfying bonds with your family,
friends, and spouse -- and a new, healthier way of relating to your mother today.

Personology
The first part of this book deals with the coverage of landline and mobile phones in
Europe. It presents an overview of the coverage and the use of phones as well as
the resulting strategies for telephone surveys. The second part addresses the
challenge of so-called “mobile‐only” households for survey research. Numerous
statisticians present new sampling strategies like dual frame designs and findings
of current projects. In dual frame designs, respondents are contacted both via
mobile phone and landline. The third part focuses on the usage of mobile phones in
the general population, while the fourth part of examines if different modes of data
collection (mobile vs. landline) have an impact on the response quality. The last
part analyses the first chapter and offers suggestions and advice on how to
conduct surveys and polls, in both academic and market research.

ArcPy and ArcGIS – Geospatial Analysis with Python
In this practical book, family counselor and best-selling author Gary Smalley, with
John Trent, reveals a simple yet profound plan for a marriage of depth, warmth,
and excitement. Guide your marriage for a lifetime by learning how to make your
spouse feel truly honored, keep courtship alive, rebuild trust, and become best
friends with your family. According to Smalley, good marriages are no accident.
And deciding to love-in the practical ways outlined here-can result in relationships
that are tougher than tough times.

Ghost Trails to California
A cultural exploration of the search for attainable happiness evaluates its
plausibility outside of religious and pharmacological arenas, in essays that identify
seven activities that can contribute to a sense of well-being.

Frame Conceptions and Text Understanding
The closest a student can get to the wards without seeing patients! Designed to
teach through clinical cases, this text offers 60 of the most common clinical
problems in psychiatry along with case discussion questions, clinical pearls, key
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terms and concepts, and USMLE-style questions and answers to reinforce learning.
This is an excellent study guide for the psychiatry shelf exam and the USMLE Step
2.

Exercise Physiology in Special Populations E-Book
Exercise Physiology in Special Populations covers the prevalent health conditions
that are either linked to an inactive lifestyle or whose effects can be ameliorated
by increasing physical activity and physical fitness. The book explores
physiological aspects of obesity and diabetes before moving on to cardiac disease,
lung disease, arthritis and back pain, ageing and older people, bone health, the
female participant, neurological and neuromuscular disorders, and spinal chord
injury. The author team includes many of the UK’s leading researchers and
exercise science and rehabilitation practitioners that specialise in each of the topic
areas.

Case Files Psychiatry
If you are a GIS student or professional who needs an understanding of how to use
ArcPy to reduce repetitive tasks and perform analysis faster, this book is for you. It
is also a valuable book for Python programmers who want to understand how to
automate geospatial analyses.

The Outstretched Shadow
Astrology is finally getting personal! From the best-selling author of The Secret
Language of Birthdays comes a revolution in charting your horoscope based on
both the date and time of your birth that makes all other horoscope books
irrelevant. With his "Personology" system, Gary Goldschneider has created a
unique method which divides each of the twelve signs into five sub-types-such as
Aquarius-Pisces Cusp, Pisces I, Pisces II, Pisces III, and Pisces-Aries Cusp-thereby
sub-dividing the astrological year into 48 personology periods. The precision this
allows is far beyond anything available in any other astrology book and provides a
ground-breaking new way for readers to look not only at their own lives, but their
interactions with those around them. The book comes packed with easy-to-follow
charts covering the sun, eight different planets, and, unique to this book, the rapid
fluctuations of the moon for every year from 1900 through 2025. The result is an
unprecedented level of precision, as well as a beautifully illustrated volume
destined to become the one and only book horoscope readers will treasure for the
next twenty years.
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